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106 A tower built like a tree 
Because its structural brawn and mechanical services are concentrated 
in a centra! core, the new B. C. Electric Building in Vancouver has an 
uncluttered perimeter of office space. 

114 Bill Tabler's hotel boom 
The architect of the pace-setting Hartford and Dallas Statlers has a half
dozen new hotels on the way-all designed to a basic checklist of hotel data. 

122 Art of the city square 
A second look at Pittsburgh's Mellon Square finds it busy with people 
enjoying its plantings, its fountains and its spaciousness-an object lesson 
for city rebuilders. 

124 Four new kinds of health buildings 
For the practice of group medicine, for the care of mentally ill children, 
for the rehabilitation of alcoholics and for the recreation of tired business 
executives. 

135 The hundred billion dollar quest ion 
Will the new national highway program be used to relieve the desperate 
metropolitan crisis or to compound it? 

138 The Kremlin 's golden tombs 
A gallery of Russian Byzantine art splendor •and church piety carefully 
preserved in a hostile environment. 

144 Automation and architecture 
What the building industry needs to know about automation-a new force 
in the design of the next generation of industriai plants. 

150 FHA in the city 
Although FHA for 23 years has Iargely ignored city apartment building, 
urban renewal is now forcing it to heed the city's housing needs. 

153 Atmosphere for dining out 
Six widely different restaurants that rely on good design rather than the 
usual neon and gimr.iick for identity and character. 

160 A new basic mater ial 
Crystalline glass has many of the properties of metals with wide implica
tions for building. (For brief accounts of other developments in technology, 
see p. 167.) 


